
Okay, but math and science 
classes just don't sound good 
to some people.

"Science just doesn't interest 
me, because it doesn't chal
lenge me enough,” stated Cas
sandra Richmond.

Math and science can be 
easy, hard, or just plain confus
ing. There are all these equa
tions and experiments and 
sometimes you just don't 
know what to do. Kari Dem- 
ing commented on how math 
is perplexing to her. "Math is 
confusing to me because of 
the equations. I have to re
member which one to use. 
There are just too many."

sometimes, though, science 
can be fun and challenging at

the same time. Chemistry is a 
good example of that. “It was 
fun to test pure oxygen with 
other elements because the girls 
messed up the whole experi
ment and had to do it over dur
ing lunch,” gloated Aaron 
Schulz.

"Chemistry is like two classes, 
science and math, y o u  have to 
know how to do basic algebra to 
complete some of the chemical 
equations. It's a hard class, but 
you end up having lots of fun 
during the lab experiments," 
stated Brandon Beck.
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Brandon Beck: “it s so
easy” (you can quote me 
on that).

Lyndsay Coward: The
cute teacher."

Annette Cermak: Doing 
the graphs.”

vicki Gilbert:" There's 
nothing I like about 
math.” 

Lucas studt:” l always 
manage to get help with 
it.”

AND THE ANSWER IS Gina 
Mepham. Ann Bancroft. Burt 
Cummings. Tisha Stoneman, and 
Holly Stoneman all concentrate on 
their math assignment. "Math was a 
little bit hard this year, but my 
friends helped me through it," 
shared Ann.

STUDY STUDY STUDY Working hard 
on his m ath assignment, Ron 
Boucher takes a m inute to look at 
the question before answering. “I 
really enjoy math because it chal
lenges m y mind," com m ented Ron.
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CAREFUL, DON’T SPILL IT ViCki Gilbert, 
Amanda Barror, and Brandon Beck do
an experim ent in Chemistry. "I was 
nervous because it was our first experi
m ent and l d idn ’t  want to blow any
thing up." shared Brandon.
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